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TL;DR version at the bottom. This is really not that terrible of a HO game, but there are a few things that you need to know
before you give it a try. Firstly, this is an old-school HO game, without a map/travel or inventory management puzzles. Like
many of the older games, it's just finding objects in a scene packed with dozens upon dozens of items. If you are looking for
something like the new Artifex Mundi games which are more intricate and have more features, you probably won't be thrilled
with this. That said, there is a wide variety in the types of HO scenes in this game. Essentially, you spin a wheel for each scene
to see what variation you'll be playing, with a "skip chip" that can be used to block off a certain type that you don't like. While
they are all "find the object" variations, there is enough variety to keep it interesting (combining objects, traditional list, timed,
silhouette, plus some pretty different ones that you don't see often). I've seen some complaints about pixel hunting and low-res
graphics, but to be honest, I had no difficulty with it. There was no pixel hunting for me, and all of the objects were defined
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well enough for me to easily discern what they were. The scenes can be difficult, especially depending on the mode, but I don't
feel like the graphic quality is the problem. That's not saying that it's a gorgeous game, it definitely comes off as old with dated
graphics, but not to the point where it hinders the gameplay. It is a VERY short game. I clocked in at 2 hours from start to finish
in one sitting. Finishing the game unlocks the ability to complete each scene with the different game modes, which adds a touch
of replayability for people that enjoy the simplicity of HO scenes without the story. I would recommend getting it on sale due to
its age and lack of frills (I picked it up for $0.99 and it was a buck well spent, in my opinion). About the story. there isn't much
of one, which is pretty common for these early games. If you go into it for the gameplay and not the plot, it's not that big of a
deal. If you want a deeper story (or any story.), again you may want to bypass this. TL;DR: only worth playing if you don't mind
the old-fashioned HO games that are ENTIRELY object seek without frills, bells, whistles, or embellishments, but well worth it
if you like the old-style HO games. Due to the short playtime, I suggest getting it on sale.. It's ok. Rather repetative puzzel usage.
Get it cheep.. It's alright. A nice new spin on a hidden objects game. Solve puzzles and find hidden objects in order to save your
Grandfather from a crazy game show host. Though it can become repeatitive if you always land on the same thing when you
spin, I find this hidden object game a fresh and rather enjoyable delight. It does become difficult and challenging.. I'm normally
not for Hidden Object games, but I thought this one also had jigsaw puzzles (it doesn't, really), so I put it on my wishlist to
check during sales, and when I saw it for 0.49 euro, grabbed it. And then it kept me up to nearly 7am, intent on unlocking the
extended play. And I had fun! - There's variance to the puzzles, different game modes. - A clever frame/story to get you to play
the games and dive right in (without tedious running around or any half-hearted pretense at adventure). - Solvable puzzles, and
plenty hints available for you to use or ignore. - The only truly timed games are the bonus rounds. - Random clicking won't get
you anywhere. If more Hidden Object games are like Millionaire Manor, I might become a fan. Only negative: - No Steam
Overlay, no Steam screenshooting. I'm very stingy, but even I find this game is well worth more than the 0.49 euro I paid for it.
If you think 5 euro isn't much, it might even be worth the full price for you. Edit: For someone with my terrible memory there's
also great replay value (plus training memory). You can not only play all puzzles as often as you like in extended mode, you can
also make different profiles (for different people playing or just yourself again from the start) and also delete them if you feel
like playing yet again from the start.. TL;DR version at the bottom. This is really not that terrible of a HO game, but there are a
few things that you need to know before you give it a try. Firstly, this is an old-school HO game, without a map/travel or
inventory management puzzles. Like many of the older games, it's just finding objects in a scene packed with dozens upon
dozens of items. If you are looking for something like the new Artifex Mundi games which are more intricate and have more
features, you probably won't be thrilled with this. That said, there is a wide variety in the types of HO scenes in this game.
Essentially, you spin a wheel for each scene to see what variation you'll be playing, with a "skip chip" that can be used to block
off a certain type that you don't like. While they are all "find the object" variations, there is enough variety to keep it interesting
(combining objects, traditional list, timed, silhouette, plus some pretty different ones that you don't see often). I've seen some
complaints about pixel hunting and low-res graphics, but to be honest, I had no difficulty with it. There was no pixel hunting for
me, and all of the objects were defined well enough for me to easily discern what they were. The scenes can be difficult,
especially depending on the mode, but I don't feel like the graphic quality is the problem. That's not saying that it's a gorgeous
game, it definitely comes off as old with dated graphics, but not to the point where it hinders the gameplay. It is a VERY short
game. I clocked in at 2 hours from start to finish in one sitting. Finishing the game unlocks the ability to complete each scene
with the different game modes, which adds a touch of replayability for people that enjoy the simplicity of HO scenes without
the story. I would recommend getting it on sale due to its age and lack of frills (I picked it up for $0.99 and it was a buck well
spent, in my opinion). About the story. there isn't much of one, which is pretty common for these early games. If you go into it
for the gameplay and not the plot, it's not that big of a deal. If you want a deeper story (or any story.), again you may want to
bypass this. TL;DR: only worth playing if you don't mind the old-fashioned HO games that are ENTIRELY object seek without
frills, bells, whistles, or embellishments, but well worth it if you like the old-style HO games. Due to the short playtime, I
suggest getting it on sale.. Once again, I wish Steam had a "Maybe" option. Very basic HOG. No real story line. No puzzles. Just
variations of HO scenes. Standard list of objects to find, find the outline of the object, eliminate objects to find the one you
want, find hidden letters to spell out the hidden objects, and the most annoying one of all . find the object based on riddle clues.
The whole premise of the game is it's a game show. You spin a wheel that randomly selects what type of HOG scene you get,
but that's where it gets really annoying. It's possible to keep getting the same types of scenes over and over depending on where
the wheel lands. You can earn skip tokens, to skip the ones that annoy you, but it really doesn't matter, because the wheel only
selects the first game you play, and then that's followed by two more random scenes chosen by the host. I hated the riddle
scenes, I opted to skip them, I played a different scene, and then the host decides he wants to give me riddle scenes! As the
game progresses, you unlock more types of HO scenes, but there's no real sense of progress, it's just scene after scene after
scene. Overall . this game is old fashioned HO. No bells or whistles, just pure HO . and if that's what you are looking for, it's
fine. The genre has moved on from this to bigger and better things, and if you are used to playing newer "adventure" HOGs, you
will probably want to avoid this one. It's basic, it'll scratch your HO itch for a few minutes, and then it starts to get
uncomfortable. If you must, try to pick it up on a sale.. I bought this Game during a Sale after discovering how good HOGs can
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be through the Artifex Mundi Games. Sadly this one is not even close to them. The Story is nonsensical and lackluster. That
alone I wouldnt mind so much but the Gameplay, while theoretically varied with lots of gamemodes is absolutely random. You
spin a wheel that randomly gives you a Gamemode. This means that you will most likely play the same modes again and again
and never get to see some of the others. Still I could forgive the Game this if it didnt fail at the most important part, the Hidden
Objects. While they should be more or less hard to find, I have encountered several Objects that were simply impossible to find
without Hints due to bad contrast and lighting. Even WITH the Hint I couldnt see 1 or 2 of them while staring right at them.
Only blindly clicking on the area were they revealed. TL:DR If you are a Hardcore HOG Gamer and want to complete your
collection, buy it during a sale. Everyone else stay far, far away from it.
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